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OK, folks??????? Sorry??????? but enough is enough.  
Since the first of the year it seems like we have a lot of artist that feel the need to populate the
galleries with doubles and triples of their images.  I, for one, can not speak when it comes to having
double posts.  I have a few images that I have posted because of subtle changes.  I have two Bobba
Fetts??????? I am about to have two Harley Quinns??????? and I have a double of a drawing I
did??????? BUT I never posted them while the original was on the ???????latest listings???????
page.  
I for one do not like to come to HeroMorph to see ???????work in progress.???????  I do not want
to see the same image three times on the main page.
I DO want to see your pencil work??????? I enjoy seeing your pencil work.  I DO want to see your
manips.
I DON????????T want to see that you decided to color your pencils and post the same image five
minutes later.  I DON????????T want to see that you did a manip and thought you could save it with
a change of background and then you post that same manip 5 minutes later.  
When you post two extra images, which are on the ???????latest listings??????? page, you do kick
two people off that posted just one original image.  I know that after I have worked on an image, I
don????????t want it booted off the main page because someone posted ???????work in
progress??????? or three images that are the same but have a different background.  
Now, all the work that seems to be double and triple posted is NOT crap??????? it is good art
work??????? I just plead that the people that are guilty of doing this wait??????? wait until your
original post has cleared the ???????latest listing??????? page before you post your next version of
you work.  With as many posts as HeroMorph is getting right now, you will only have to wait???????
what??????? a week before you can let us see your changes.
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